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Indirect search for NP 
•  Direct search = Find new particles directly produced at the LHC 

(mainly ATLAS and CMS) 
•  Indirect Search = Find deviations from SM expectation, e.g. look 

for “new virtual particles” (mainly LHCb) 

•   The challenge is to find observables which are theoretically clean 
(e.g. heavy mesons) and experimentally accessible 

•  NP can contribute with “new sources of CPV” 

•  FCNC are suppressed in the SM, NP can in  
 principle enter at the same level as the SM 
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Direct search Indirect search 



Unitarity triangle and CPV 
VCKM =CKM Matrix =

Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb
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Free parameters (imposing Unitarity):

angles = n(n!1)
2

             = 3

phases = (n!1)(n! 2)
2

    = 1

Does the triangle close? 
The angle ϒ is the least constrained! 
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For details on present constrint look at: 
-  Talk by Marcella Bona at EPS (UTFit) 
-  Talk by Valentin Niess (CKM  Fitter) 



Measurement of ϒ 
T topology 

C topology 

Interference of these two diagrams gives 
access to the ϒ angle.  
 
ADS Method :PRL78,3357(1997) 
 
GLW Method : 
PLB253,483(1991),  PLB265,172 (1991) 
 
 

 
The direct and mixing CP asymmetries in 
Bd àπ+π- and BsàK+K- are related to the 
angle γ (need to use U-symmetry). 
 
 

R.Fleischer PLB 459 (1999) 306 
R. Fleischer and R. Knwgjens EPJ c71 (2011)1532  
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ϒ with ADS 

Evidence of suppressed ADS modes (4 sigmas)!  

LHCb results  :  
RADS
DK = (1.66± 0.39± 0.24) !10"2

AADS
DK = "0.39± 0.17± 0.02

World Average:
RADS
DK =  (1.6± 0.3) !10"2

AADS
DK = "0.58± 0.21

LHCb-CONF-2011-044 
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RADS =
!(B" # [K +! " ]DK

" )+!(B+ # [K "! + ]DK
+ )

!(B" # [K "! + ]DK
" )+!(B+ # [K +! " ]DK

+ )
= rB

2 + rD
2 + 2rBrD cos" cos(#B +#D ),    

AADS =
!(B" # [K +! " ]DK

" )"!(B+ # [K "! + ]DK
+ )

!(B" # [K +! " ]DK
" )+!(B+ # [K "! + ]DK

+ )
= 2rBrD sin" sin(#B +#D )

RADS



Direct CP Asymmetry I:  
 
 

ACP (B
0 ! K! ) = "(B

0 ! K #! + )#"(B0 ! K +! # )
"(B0 ! K #! + )+"(B0 ! K +! # )

Raw Asymmetry 

… but we need to correct for the detector and production asymmetry 
ACP (B0 ! K! ) = ARaw " A# = "0.088± 0.011(stat)± 0.008(syst)
World Average:   -0.098"0.011

+0.012

LHCb: 2011 data, L=320pb-1 

LHCb-CONF-2011-042  
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Most precise single measurement! 



Direct CP Asymmetry II :  
 ACP (Bs ! K! ) = "(Bs ! K +! # )#"(Bs ! K #! + )

"(Bs ! K +! # )+"(Bs ! K #! + )

Raw Asymmetry 

… but we need to correct for the detector and production asymmetry 
ACP (Bs ! K! ) = ARaw " A# = 0.27± 0.08(stat)± 0.02(syst)
CDF Result :  0.39± 0.17

LHCb: 2011 data, L=320pb-1 

LHCb-CONF-2011-042  
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First evidence of CPV  in BsàKπ 



BsàJ/ψϕ : ϕs  measurement 
The interference between mixing and the decay give rise to the CPV phase:  
 
 

CP violating phase: !s = !M ! 2!D
Very small in the SM :  !s

SM = 0.0363± 0.0017 rad
CKMfitter Eur.Phys. J.C41 1-131 (2005)

Can be greately enhanced by NP contribution 8 
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Towards ϕs   LHCb result with 36pb-1 (less precise than Tevatron) 

…but LHCb has already 10 times more statistics. 
Result of a toy study, assuming same performances  
as in 2010 and the same central value  
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ATLAS will also contribute! 
ATLAS-CONF-2011-092 



CPV in charm I 
When a process and its conjugate differ we have CPV in decay (it is process dependent) 
and NP can alter SM predictions.  
SM predicts small asymmetry but NP can enhance it. 
One place to look for NP contribution is D+ àK+ K- π+  
Use of  Miranda method (Phys. Rev. D80 (2009) 096006) for ‘spotting’ CP asymmetries in 
the Dalitz plot.  

No evidence of CPV in any binnings! 
Paper in preparation! 

Several cross checks done: 

1)  Look for CPV in sidebands 
2)  Look for CPV in Ds

+ à K+K- π+  
3)  Tried numerous binning schemes 
4)  Run toy MC with K+/K- asymmetry 
 
Measurement very robust against bias: 
1)  Blind analysis  
2)  Run with two magnet polarities 
3)  Validation with ‘toy’ studies  

 
 

LHCb: 2010 dataset of 38 pb-1 
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CPV in charm II 
Another possibility (very important) is to look for CPV in charm mixing.       

A! =
! (D0 " K +K # )#! (D0 " K +K # )
! (D0 " K +K # )+! (D0 " K +K # )

-  Need to know the flavor of the D0, we use D*+ àD0πs
+. 

-  Need to separate the contribution of charm coming form B 

A! = ("0.59± 0.59± 0.21) #10"2

world average: 0.12± 0.25%
LHCb has already now on tape a sample more than 10 times as large!

2010 dataset of 28 pb-1 
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Rare Decays 

Bsàµµ BdàK* µµ 
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Search for NP in Bs,dàµµ 
Very rare decay, since it a FCNC and also helicity suppressed.  

SM prediction:
BR(Bs ! µ+µ" )=(3.2± 0.2) #10"9

BR(Bd ! µ+µ" )=(1.1± 0.1) #10"10

A.J. Buras arxiv:1012.1447
E.Gamiz et al. Phys. Rev. D 80 (2009) 104503

Very sensitive probe for NP, since extended Higgs sector can enhance it (e.g. in MSSM BR 
is proportional to tan6β).  

Recently CDF reported the observation of Bs ! µµ, quoting a BR ~5 times the SM
BR(Bs ! µµ)= 1.8+1.1

"0.9 #10"8         
arxiv:1107.2304

Now… LHCb and CMS accumulated a large sample of Bs mesons, do they confirm this?   
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CMS analysis 
Cut based analysis optimized on MC and data sidebands, cut frozen before unblinding.  

Variables used:  
Pointing, Flight length sig., muon iD, muon Pt, Vertex Quality, Pt (B) 

Different resolution in two different regions 

Normalization done using B+ àJ/ψ K+ and  fs/fd from the PDG (fs/fu = 0.282 ± 0.034) 
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LHCb analysis 
LHCb already published a limit with 2010 data (P), analysis strategy similar: 
 
-    Blind analysis  
-  BDT (9 variables) trained on MC for signal and background 
-   Background calibrated with sidebands, Signal with control channels (Bàhh, J/ψàµµ…) 
-  Normalization with B+à J/ψ K+ (using LHCb measured fs/fd) 
 

Less sensitive bin 

Most sensitive bins 

Calibrated BDT 
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Using new LHCb reasult (LHCb-CONF-2011-34)
fs
fd = 0.267!0.20

+0.21



Opening the box 
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CMS box 

BR(Bs ! µµ)<1.9 "10#8@95%CL
BR(Bd ! µµ)< 4.6 "10#9@95%CL

Results: 
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LHCb box 

BR(Bs ! µµ)<1.5 "10#8@95%CL
BR(Bd ! µµ)< 5.2 "10#9@95%CL

Results: 
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Combining the results 
Combination of LHCb and CMS using the fs/fd measured by LHCb 

BR(Bs ! µµ)<1.1(0.9) "10#8@95%(90%)CL

LHC does not confirm the excess seen by CDF.  
LHC limit worse than expected for the only background hypothesis , but close 
to the expectation for Bkg+SM signal!  19 
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(using LHCb measured fs/fd) 



Search for NP in BdàK*µµ  
The BdàK*µµ is described by three angles and the dimuon invariant mass 

SM diagram for BdàK* µµ  

Several observable sensitive to NP, the most known is the AFB

AFB = N(cos! > 0)! N(cos! < 0)
N(cos! > 0)+ N(cos! < 0)

NP contribution can alter this observable
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BdàK*µµ status 
There was some excitement because, even if the result are all compatible with the SM, 
there was no evidence of change of sign in the AFB, therefore of a ZCP. 

This is one of the key channel for the LHCb experiment for looking for NP. 
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LHCb Analysis strategy  
-  Selection made using a BDT 
-  Correct for the effects of reconstruction and selection (in model independent way) 
-  Check simulation with control channels 
-  Validate using BdàJ/ψ K* 
-  Fit the Angular Observables BdàK* µµ invariant mass in bin of q2 

Event by event weight 
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Results 

Theory predictions from C.Bobeth et 
al., arXiv:1105.0376v2 

-  All three measurements consistent with the SM 
 
-  New observable accessible with more statistics: 

-  Zero crossing point 
-  AT2, … 
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Conclusions 
•  LHC experiments are taking over B-factories and Tevatron in flavour 

physics 
•  ATLAS/CMS have interesting results in Open charm xsection (also 

ALICE), B-lifetimes, bbar xsection.   
•  There are already interesting results in rare decays: 
•  Bsà µµ 
•  BdàK* µµ  
•  à More will come (precise measurement of BR(Bsà µµ), ZCP in 

BdàK* µµ, other asymmetry, etc…) 

•  Results in CPV : 
•  CPV in charm, already interesting result, much more will follow  
•  CPV in beauty:  
•  BsàJ/ψ ϕ 
•  Measurement of the angle ϒ 
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Excusatio non petita 
In this talk many interesting results were not mentioned, because of time 
constraints: 
 
-  Onia Production 
-  b-bbar xsection and related observables 
-  Fragmentation fractions 
-  Exoctic hadron production  
-  Open charm cross section 
-  ΔMs measurement  
-  Results from GLW 
-  Measurement of the Branching ratio BsàJ/ψ K*  
-  Measurement of the BsàK*K* branching ratio  
-  Measurement of the Brannching ratio of BsàJ/ψ f0 
-  Observation of Bc àJ/ψ πππ  
-  and more… 
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Hope to see some exotic 
“things” in the flavor sector 
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Backup slides 
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Menu’: 
•  Introduction (why flavor physics?) 
 
•  Production of beauty  

•  Some interesting decays: 
•   CP Violation : 
•  CPV in beauty 
•  CPV in charm 
 

•  Rare decays: 
•  BdàK*µµ 
•  Bsàµµ 28 
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Beauty cross section 
To measure the bb xsection we use modes for which we know the Branching ratio

! (bb) = N(b! something)
L "BR(b! something) ""Tot

Several possibilities:
b! J/#X   ATLAS, CMS and LHCb 
b!DµX  LHCb 
Exclusive Hb ! J /#h  (LHCb and CMS)
b! leptons  CMS

Pt > 4GeV,   |! |< 2.1

" (pp! bbX! µµY ) = (26.18± 0.14(stat)± 2.82(syst)±1.05(lumi))nb

! (pp! bbX) = (288± 4(stat)± 48(syst))nb

Pt > 7GeV,   |! |< 2.4
" (pp! B+ X! J /#) = (23.0± 0.6(stat)± 2.8(syst)± 0.2(spin)± 0.8(lumi))nb
Pt >1GeV,   |! |< 2.0
" (pp! B+ X! J /#) = (61.0± 24(stat)±19(syst)±1(spin)± 2(lumi))nb

CMS PAS BPH 10-015 
 
ATLAS Nucl.Phys. B850 
(2011) 387 
 
LHCb 
Eur.Phys.J.C71:1645,2011 
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Well described by FONLL, 
MC@NLO ! 



B-hadron fractions: 
We need to know the fraction of the different hadron species we produce (Bd, 
B±, Bs, b-baryons). This is essential for instance to precisely measure 
Branching ratio (see later the Bsà µ+µ- part) . 
LHCb did it with two complementary approaches:

The following relation is used 
fq1

fq2

=
Nq1

Nq2

!
BRq2

BRq1

!
!q2

!q1

- Semileptonic decays Bu,d,s "D(s)µX and #b "#cµX
- Hadronic decays Bd,s "D(s)"  and Bd "DK

Combined result
fs
fd = 0.267!0.20

+0.21

LHCb-CONF-2011-028 
 
Arxiv:1106.4435 
Submitted to PRL 
 
LHCb-CONF-2011-030 
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Onia Production 
The goal is to understand onia production 
mechansm (color singlet, color octect, 
evaporation model…). 
 
Good agreement with NRQCD! 
See also ALICE arxiv:1105.0380 
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Exoctic Hadrons I 
LHC experiments are studying the X(3872). 

With more data it will be possible to measure the JCP quantum numbers. 

LHCb-CONF-2011-043 
LHCb-CONF-2011-021 

CMS :R = 0.087± 0.017(stat)± 0.009(syst)   Ratio of X(3872) to !(2S)  times the BR(J/!"" )
LHCb :

MX (3872) = 3871.96± 0.46(stat)± 0.10(syst)MeV c4

# X (3872) !BR(X(3872)" J /!"" ) = 4.74±1.10(stat)±1.01(syst)nb
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Exoctic Hadrons II 
CDF reported the observation of X(4140), narrow resonance…  
LHCb has a large data sample, there is a 2.4 sigma tension between LHCb and CDF. 



Unitarity Triangle 

Measurement of the angles:

!!
B" ""
B" ##

B" #"

$!

B" J /%Ks

B"&Ks

B"D(*)D(*)

' ! B"D(*)"
B"DK
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Wolfstein parameterization 
VCKM =CKM Matrix =

Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb

!

"

#
#
##

$

%

&
&
&&
    ' Standard rapresentation:  si = sin! i    ci = cos! i

Expanding as a function of the sin of Cabibbo angle:
s12 = !,    s13 sin"13 = A!

3#,     s23 = A!
2,     s13 cos"13 = A!

3$
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Gamma with Trees 

A(B! "D0K ! ) = Ace
i!c ,    A(B! "D

0
K ! ) = Aue

i(!u!" )

A(D0 " f ) = Af e
i! f    and A(D

0
" f ) = Af e

i! f    f  being a generic final state of D-meson.

The !s are strong phases and "  is the week phase, while A are real and positive

 A(B! " ( f )DK
! ) = ACAf e

i(!c+! f ) + AuAf e
i(!u+! f !" )

#(B! " ( f )DK
! ) = AC

2Af
2 (Af

2

Af
2 + rB

2 + 2rB
Af

Af
Re(ei(!B+!D!" ) ))

where   rB =
Au
AC

,    !B = !u !!C,   !D = ! f !! f  
36 
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GLW method 
In the GLW method the D meson is reconstructed when it decays into a CP eigenstate 

(e.g. K K), therefore the Af
Af

 =1, !D = 0,"   and  CP=+1,-1 !

!   "(B# $ [ fCP± ]DK
# ) = AC

2AfCP±
2 (1+ rB

2 ± 2rB cos(!B ## ))

We have:

ACP± =
!(B" #DCP±

0 K " )"!(B+ #DCP±
0 K + )

!(B" #DCP±
0 K " )+!(B+ #DCP±

0 K + )
=

±2rB sin!B sin"
1+ rB

2 ± 2rB cos!B cos"

RCP± =
!(B" #DCP±

0 K " )+!(B+ #DCP±
0 K + )

2!(B" #D0K " )
=1+ rB

2 ± 2rB cos!B cos"
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ADS method 
In the ADS method it used the interference of  
B! "D0K!  followed by doubly Cabibbo-suppressed D0 " K +! !

and the suppressed B! "D
0
K!  followed by the Cabibbo-allowed D

0
" K +! !.

rD = A A =
A(D0 " K +! ! )

A(D0 " K !! + )

Since rD ~ 5% and r~10% the interference can be quite large!

RADS =
#(B! " [K +! ! ]DK

! )+#(B+ " [K !! + ]DK
+ )

#(B! " [K !! + ]DK
! )+#(B+ " [K +! ! ]DK

+ )
= rB

2 + rD
2 + 2rBrD cos" cos(#B +#D )

AADS =
#(B! " [K +! ! ]DK

! )!#(B+ " [K !! + ]DK
+ )

#(B! " [K +! ! ]DK
! )+#(B+ " [K !! + ]DK

+ )
= 2rBrD sin" sin(#B +#D )

RADS
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 Other ways of extracting ϒ 
GGSZ: 
In this method the D0 is reconstructed when it decays in 3bodies (e.g. Ks

0ππ).  
Af e

i! f = f (m2
!,m

2
+ )

Af e
i! f = f (m2

+,m
2
! )

"(B!# [Ks
0!! ]DK

! )$ f (m2
!,m

2
± )

2
+ rB

2 f (m2
±,m

2
! )

2
+ 2rB f (m2

!,m
2
± ) f (m2

±,m
2
! ) cos(!B +!D (m

2
!,m

2
± )! ! )

BsàDsK (Time dependent CP asymmetry): 
The interference between the direct decay and the decay after mixing allows to 
access ϒ. The non-zero ΔΓs allows to include non tagged events in the analysis.   
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Towards ϒ measurement I 

Ratio of Branching fraction BR(B± !DK ± )
BR(B± !D! ± )

RCF
k
! = (6.30± 0.38± 0.40)%

R
Ks

0!!

k
! = (12.0"5.0

+6.0 ±1.0)%

LHCb: 2010 Data, L= 35.6pb-1 
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Towards ϒ measurement II 

Ratio of Branching fraction BR(B± !DK ± )
BR(B± !D! ± )

RCP+
k
! = (9.31±1.89± 0.53)%

LHCb: 2010 Data, L= 35.6pb-1 
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We have:

ACP± =
!(B" #DCP±

0 K " )"!(B+ #DCP±
0 K + )

!(B" #DCP±
0 K " )+!(B+ #DCP±

0 K + )
=

±2rB sin!B sin"
1+ rB

2 ± 2rB cos!B cos"
            rB =

B" #D
0
K "

B" #D0K "
,    !B =  diff in strong phase

RCP± =
!(B" #DCP±

0 K " )+!(B+ #DCP±
0 K + )

!(B" #D0K " )+!(B+ #D0K + )
=1+ rB

2 ± 2rB cos!B cos"

ϒ  from GLW 

LHCb-CONF-2011-031:
RCP+ =1.48± 0.31(stat)± 0.12(syst)
ACP+ = 0.07± 0.18(stat)± 0.07(syst)

LHCb: 2010 Data, L= 35.6pb-1 

HFAG average including LHCb 
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ϒ  from ADS 

LHCb results  :  
RADS
DK = (1.66± 0.39± 0.24) !10"2

AADS
DK = "0.39± 0.17± 0.02

World Average:
RADS
DK =  (1.6± 0.3) !10"2

AADS
DK = "0.58± 0.21



ϒ with penguin 
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BR measurements :  
 B0 ! K +K " Bs ! ! +! "

BR(B0 ! K +K " ) = (0.13"0.05
+0.06 (stat)± 0.07(syst)) #10"6

BR(Bs ! ! +! " ) = (0.98"0.19
+0.23 (stat)± 0.11(syst)) #10"6

LHCb: 2011 data, L=320pb-1  
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Using new LHCb reasult (LHCb-CONF-2011-34)
fs
fd = 0.267!0.20

+0.21
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U-spin assumption 
Usng U‐spin  symmetry and  neglecting penguin annihilation and 
exchange topologies we expect:   

CCP = !A!!
dir

ACP (B0 ! K! ) = ARaw " A# = "0.088± 0.011(stat)± 0.008(syst)
World Average:   -0.098"0.011

+0.012
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Bàhh  
- Detector asymmetry extracted with D*àD(àKπ) and D*àD(àKK) 
- Production asymmetry  extracted with B0àJ/ψ K* 



The b-s Unitarity Triangle  
There is another interesting triangle, the b-s triangle  

Physical Parameters 
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Experimental technique 
Final state is an admixture of CP-even and CP-odd, angular analysis is needed to 
disentangle the different components.   

The decay is described by 3 polarization amplitudes A||, A0  (CP-even) and A!  (CP-odd)
CP(J /!  ") =#CP (J /!) "#CP (") " (#1)l

We can disentangle the different states with an angular analysis 
Angles = ($, % ,!)
Physics parameters:
$s,%$s, | A0 |2, | A! |2,&||,&!,%ms,"s 49 
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Towards ϕs  : (ATLAS) Bs lifetime 

!
B0
= (1.51± 0.04(stat)± 0.04(syst))ps

PDG :1.525± 0.009ps
! Bs = (1.41± 0.08(stat)± 0.05(syst))ps
PDG :1.472± 0.026ps

ATLAS-CONF-2011-092 
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Status of ϕs 
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Charm CPV I 

No evidence of CPV! 
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D0 Mixing 
A! = ("0.59± 0.59± 0.21) #10"2

world average: 0.12± 0.25%
LHCb has already now on tape a sample more than 10 times as large!



Bsàmumu normaization 

Combined result
fs
fd = 0.267!0.20

+0.21
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Bsàmumu CDF 
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BsàK*µµ Likelihoods 
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BsàK*µµ Pdf 

The FL/AFB plane is not all allowed but it the total Pdf becomes negative in some point  
Statistical errors  
–  Use Bayesian approach to construct 
errors with flat prior over physical region 
 
•  The central value quoted is that with the 
largest likelihood 
 
•  Errors estimated by performing a profile- 
likelihood scan over the plane and integrating 
a 68% CL region of the likelihood 
distribution"sian  
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BR(B+ ! K "µ+µ+ )< 4.3#10"8@90%CL
BR(B+ ! ! "µ+µ+ )< 4.5 #10"8@90%CL

World Best! (30/40 times improvement wrt CLEO results) 

From
 M

itesh Patel talk at EPS 
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